Board of Trustees Agenda
July 12, 1984

SBCC CONTINUING EDUCATION DIVISION
COURSES FOR FALL 1984

ARTS AND CULTURE:
Art and Archeology of the Mediterranean
European Garden Design: Italian
Renaissance through Victorian Period
Lands With Different Ways
Learning to Look
Pathways to Other Lands:
   Exploring the World Community
Santa Barbara Artists
The World in Film

ARTS - FINE ARTS:
Anyone Can Draw

   Drawing Logic
   Egg Tempera
   Figure Drawing and Painting

   Figure Painting
   Landscape
   Oil and Acrylic Painting

   Painting Outdoors
   Portrait and Figure

   Realistic Romantic Painting
   Western Art

Joyce Johnson
Esta Stough
Jane Watson
Penny Knowles
Dee and Hal Purdy
Penny Knowles
Edward Schiller
Marie Schoeff
Pat Fish
Alice Beamish
Arthur Camp
Margaret Braiden
Richard Phipps
Jorgen Hansen
Richard Phipps
Margaret Singer
Arthur Camp
Rilla Underwood
William Hesthal
James Armstrong
Margaret Singer
Joan Gunther
Andre Andreoli
Rilla Underwood
Watercolor

Watercolor: Bold and Free

Creative Wood Sculpture
Sculpture - Aluminum Casting
Sculpture - Bronze Casting
Sculpture in Clay
Beginning Silkscreen Printing
Japanese Ink Painting
The Art of Flower Arranging

BASIC EDUCATION:
Basic Reading, Spelling, and Writing
Essential Living Skills
Preparation for Citizenship

BUSINESS EDUCATION:
Beginning and Intermediate Shorthand
Beginning Typing

Bookkeeping and Accounting I

Family Estate Planning
Financial Planning for Women
Fundamentals of Income Tax Preparation
How to Avoid Probate (and Save Lots of Money)
How to Be Your Own Accountant
How to Start and Improve Your Own Business
Investing in the Stockmarket for Women - Part I
Investment Alternatives for the Eighties
Office Skills
One Minute Manager
Personal Financial Planning

Personal Packaging
Salesmanship

Joan Gunther
Alice Beamish
Donna Beverly
Marie Schoeff
Margaret Braiden
Rica Coulter
Richard Herr
Richard Herr
Mark Smith
William Brady
Nobu Yamamoto
Esta Stough

Zelda Fields
Kathy Molloy
Joseph Blake

Patricia Schueler
Dolores Vigna
Paul Serka
Harry Tuohey
Paul Serka
Alice Merenbach
D'Anne Brownell
Steve Ridgeway
Philip Longo
Lloyd Gibbs
John Fox
William Riordan
John Fox
Sheran Brumbach
John Yanos
Lewis Zardo
Edwin Aspinwall
Patricia Stanton
John Fox
Speaking with Confidence
Starting and Managing a Full or Part Time Business
Stockmarket and Investment Strategies
Stockmarket Update Seminar
Successful Supervision
Time and Stress Management
Travel as a Career
Office Skills
Career and Job Search for Women
Legal Research

Introduction to Technical Writing
FCC Licensing

COMMUNICATION:
Introduction to American Sign Language I
Introduction to American Sign Language II
Introduction to American Sign Language III
Literary Braille
Signing Exact English

COMPUTERS:
Basic Language for Science and Industry
Computer Graphics
Introduction to Microcomputers

Word Processing on the Apple Computer
Wordstar

COMMUNITY SERVICE:
Advanced Karate
Ballroom Dancing - Beginning
Ballroom Dancing - Intermediate
Beginning Ballet and Movement
Beginning Karate
Beginning Yoga
Holistic Health for Pets
Intermediate Karate

Helena Hale
William Pasich
Richard Kieding
William Riordan
Stephen Allyn
Dennis Naiman
Valerie Halverson
Dolores Vigna
Mariela Hernandez
Kathy Jordan
Robert Goodman
Paula Roccaforte
David McCollum

Pamela Larsson
Millie Brother
Millie Brother
Joan Levy
Ruth Hollander

David McCollum
George Taylor
Michelle Humboldt
Richard Anderson
David Sanchez
Ben Berkowitz

Darryl Morrison
Phil Ganezer
Phil Ganezer
Ann Shore-Thompson
Darryl Morrison
Merv Lane
William Callahan
Darryl Morrison
Tai Chi Ch'uan
Windsurfing

COOKING AND WINE:
Breads, Pastries, and Desserts
Chinese and Polynesian Cooking
Cooking for Company: Golden Oldies Recipes
Cooking Healthy
Festive Foods for Fitness
Foods of the World
Holiday Gifts from the Kitchen
Japanese Cooking
Low Calorie Microwave Cooking
Microwave Cooking
That's Italian: Antipasto, Pasta and Pizza
Tofu, Tempeh and Miso
Introduction to Wine Appreciation
Wine Tasting and Tour of Santa Ynez Valley

CRAFTS:
Beginning Calligraphy

Calligraphy
Complete Calligrapher
Ceramics

Ceramics - Intermediate and Advanced
Ceramics - Porcelain
Bookbinding and Bookcraft
Country Crafts
Exploring the Crafts: Christmas Crafts
Picture Framing
Copper Enameling
Hand-Wrought Jewelry
Introduction to Jewelry Making

Merv Lane
Peggy O'Toole
Paule McPherson
Mook Kiu Chung
Paule McPherson
Ronda Hobbs
Gerri Cardillo
Kai Ostbye
Nita Janco
Kimie Smith
Nita Janco
Kathleen Abney
Debra Vitali
Richard Ford
David Bigelow
Cork Millner

Mary Alice Schlueter
Eliessa Peters
Dege Cole
Mary Alice Schlueter
Leslee Sipress
Deanna Pini
Armin Muller
Barbara Loebman
Danyel Ben Shea
Ed Schertz
Barbara Loebman
Charles Thompson
Susan Bezek
Mary Atkins
Candice Stuart
Floy Myers
Charles Topping
Margaret Easling
Lost Wax Jewelry
Stained Glass - Foil

Stained Glass - Foil and Leaded Method
Stained Glass - Foil Method

Stained Glass - Leaded

CURRENT EVENTS/ WORLD AFFAIRS:
Citizen Action in World Affairs
Critical Cross Currents

Current Events

Dinner Seminar
Hungry Club Forum

ENGLISH/ LITERATURE:
As I See It (The Familiar Essay)
A Look at Language
American Characters
Major Poets Not Often Discussed
Moby Dick
Modern European and American Short Stories
Our Olympic Heritage: Homer to Kazantzakis
Poetry Workshop
Preserving Life Experiences on Tape
The Age of Goethe
The Apocrypha: Those Obscured
Books of Scripture
The Poetry of John Milton
The World of Elbert Hubbard
Virginia Woolf & V. Sackville-West

Margaret Easling
Nadya Penoff
Brian McNally
Charles Abraham
Brian McNally
Charles Abraham
John Pedersen

Adele Somers (Mod.)
Farzeen Nasri
John Kay (Mod.)
Peter Haslund
William Cirone
Robert Weber
Jeanne Miller
Juliane Heyman
Fred Hoffman
David Morris
Frank Kelly

Buster Davis
Edith Johnson
Joan Fallert
Mark Ferrer
Woodrow Ohlsen
Mark Ferrer
Rodger Dawson
Anne McClaughery
Deni Stevenson
Margaret Splittgerber

Theodore Fischbacher
Ken Brown
Pat Kasper
Terre Ouwehand
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ENGLISH/WRITING:

Creative Writing
Family History Research and Writing (Beg.)
Family History Research and Writing (Inter.)
How to Write and Sell Magazine Articles
Recollecting and Writing
This Is Your Life: Seniors' Writing Workshop
Write On: Overcoming the Blocks
Writing for Children
Writing the Publicity Release:
  For Non-Profit Groups

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE:

ESL - Advanced
ESL - Beginning

ESL - Intermediate

Vocational ESL - Beginning
Refugee ESL - Advanced

Refugee ESL - Advanced Beginning

William Richardson
Robert Crittenden
Cork Millner
Bill Downey
Lucy Arrington
Bill Downey
Jane Watson
Charlotte Leigh-Taylor

Keyko Hall
Vincent Farr
Trudy Hernandez
Ann Goodman
Keyko Hall
Gladys Leal
Anita MacInnis
Rudy Perez
Eleanor Wood
Joan Clare
Linda LaPuma
Kim McNeill
Kathy Molloy
Eleanor Wood
Christina Culver
Michaela Smith
Paul Molloy
Kathy Molloy
Judy Cobb
Cynthia Ruano
Molly Laua
Ann Ayres
Refugee ESL - Beginning

FIBER ARTS

Clothing Embellishment: Wear Your Work!
Basketry
Fabric Arts
New Ways with Fibers and Painting
Knitting Workshop
Knitting: Charting and Finishing
Machine Knitting
Creative Stitchery
Japanese Bunka Embroidery
Needlepoint
Patchwork and Quilting

Quilted Clothing
Weaving for Yourself and Home
  (Beginning and Intermediate)
Weaving for Yourself and Your Home
  (Beginning and Intermediate)
Weaving: Intermediate

LANGUAGE AND TRAVEL:

French - Advanced
French - Advanced Beginning
French - Beginning Intermediate
French - Intermediate

French - Beginning (Term 1)
French - Beginning (Terms 4-5)
German - Beginning
Italian - Beginning
Italian - Intermediate
Norwegian - Beginning

Linda Kastner
Janet Graham
Joyce Christian
Ruth Emanuel

Lynn Jekel
Cathy Molholm
Bonnie Jenuine

Virginia Norris
Frances Fredenberg
Trisha Tatsch
Betty Meisenbach
Marlene Sebits
Lynda Callos
Beverly Soderlund
Doris Floyd
Mary Blaylock
Beverly Soderlund

Lynn Lopez

Lolita Christian
Lynn Lopez

Ismene Michou
Ismene Michou
Ismene Michou
Kerstin Shirokow
Ismene Michou
Claire Petersen

Ulrike Jindra
Pearl Mathews
Pearl Mathews
Alfred Johnson
Norwegian - Intermediate
Portuguese - Beginning
Spanish - Beginning (First Term)
Spanish - Beginning (First Term)

Spanish - Fourth Term

Spanish - Intermediate

Spanish - Second Term

Spanish - Sixth Term
Spanish - Third Term
Spanish Conversation

Swedish (Beginning/Intermediate/Advanced)
Basic Chinese Language and Culture
French for the Traveler
India for the Visitor
Italian Language and Culture for the Traveler
Passport to Japan: Language & Culture

HEALTH EDUCATION:

Pre-Vocational Skills
Acupressure: Self-Help and Rejuvenation
Advanced First Aid
Basic Homemaking Skills and Care of the Elderly
Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation

Cholesterol: What's It All About?
Community Health Forum
Creative Health Symposium:
  A Holistic Approach to Health
Emergency Medical Technician
Family Health
Introduction to Acupressure
Multimedia Standard First Aid

Alfred Johnson
Frederick Williams
Amy Wilson
Gladys Leal
David Corbett
Eleanor Wood
Doyle Lamb
Eleanor Wood
Gladys Leal
David Corbett
Linda Egan
Eleanor Precoda
Amy Wilson
Doyle Lamb
Kerstin Shirokow
Victoria Chuan
Phillipe Poncey
Merrily Peebles
Amadio Tarquinio
Helen Takeda

Paulette Berbelis
Vicki Mogilner
Robert Light
Muriel Shapiro
Louise Peterson
Marte Franklin
George Messerlian
Barbara Mathews

Peter Tilton
Renee Busseau
Henry Holderman
Isabelle Navar
Marte Franklin
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New Approaches to Health (series)

Project Re-entry Training
Techniques in I.V. Therapy
The Perplexed Dieter: Permanent,
  Healthful Weight Loss
Think Like a Patient
Touch for Health: The Holistic Approach
Touch for Health: The Holistic Approach
Understanding Alzheimer's Disease

VITAL: Volunteer Training Workshop

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS:

Basic CPR for Instructors
Introduction to Massage Techniques
Medical and Clerical Conversational
  Spanish - Level I
Introduction to Medical Spanish

HEALTH/PHYSICAL ACTIVITIES:

Aerobic Fitness
Body Conditioning: Slimnastics

Fitness for Life
Physical Fitness for Men and Women

HEALTH/PSYCHOLOGICAL:

Breaking the Over-Eating Habit:
  A Cognitive Approach
Drug Use and Abuse
How to Stop Smoking
Is There an Alcoholic in Your Life?
Psychological Approaches to Health

Martin Rossman
William Haskell
William Coulter (Mod.)
Robert Basso
John Beck
Lorraine McNiece
Hank Goebel

Ruth Glater
John Gorrell
Shirley Miller
Arthur Miller
Charles Nicholson
Louise Curry
Pat Wheatley

Greg White
Eileen Hough

Gladys Leal
Martha Cervantez

Jane Leonard
Michelle Humboldt
Will Gilbert
Sally Ciabattoni
Kathleen O'Connor
Helen Strain

Debra Vitali
Nancy Filkins
Debra Isaacs
Kay Whitney-Sharpe
Gerald White
Self-Hypnosis for Healing and Personal Growth

HOME AND GARDEN:

Home Garden Clinic
The Living Art of Bonsai
Antiques of our American Heritage
Draperies and Home Accessories
Antiques of Our American Heritage
Do It Yourself: A Home Repair Workshop
Interior Decorating
Introduction to Building and Remodeling
Repair and Maintenance for Homes and Apartments
Wood and Furniture Construction
Garden Maintenance I
Landscape/Horticulture and
Construction Management
Ponds and Water Gardens
Building: Homes for People
Building: Homes for People (Beg.)
Fundamentals of Cabinet Making
Introduction to Basic Carpentry
Wood and Furniture Finishing

HUMANITIES AND PHILOSOPHY:

Palestine: From Ancient to Modern Times

MUSIC/ GROUPS:

Enjoyment of Music
Chamber Music
Jazz Combo Workshop
Evening Orchestra

MUSIC - INSTRUMENTS AND VOICE:

Beginning Piano
Chords at Your Fingertips
Folk Guitar
Folk Guitar for Beginners

Peter Tilton
Bruce Van Dyke
Ben Suzuki
Betty Cockrell
Mildred Hannah
Betty Cockrell
Gail Jones
Jane Adrian
William Below
Robert Beattie
Lyman Barrett
Cy Ebner
Cy Ebner
Barbara Dobbins
Brian Rutledge
Mark Lurie
Mark Lurie
Mel Moomber
Roy Hackbert
Robert Miller
Theodore Fischbacher
Charles Gallagher
Glory Fisher
Ben Mozee
Robert Ballenger

Charles Gallagher
Eulalia Stade
Tony Townsend
Tony Townsend
Russ Johnson
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Folk Guitar II
Advanced Singers' Workshop
Choral Singing
Choral Singing for Women
Opera Workshop
Read Music: Sight Singing

PARENT EDUCATION:

Adventures in Growth and Creativity
Baby's Real Headstart: Play and Movement I
Baby's Real Headstart: Play and Movement II
Building Blocks for Learning with Toddlers
Children Unlimited: Activating Your Child's Magical Intelligence
Early Pregnancy Preparation for Natural Childbirth
Exploring Carpinteria
For Parents Who Care:
  Coping with Everyday Problems
Learning to Step Together
Magical Childhood: The Unfolding Stages of Intelligence
Parenting Skills: Helping Children Flourish
Partners in Exploration
Partners in Learning
Prepared (Natural) Childbirth
Saturday with Daddy
STEP/TEEN—Systematic Training for Effective Parenting
STEP/TEEN—Systematic Training for Effective Parenting of Teens
Teachable Moments with Toddlers

Russ Johnson
Elizabeth Layton
Charles Gallagher
Linda Silbert
Elizabeth Layton
Elizabeth Layton
Mary Meredith
Mary Ann Evans
Jay Fortman
Laura Sobel
Laura Sobel
Carol-Anne Ross
Pat McClure
Myrene Smith
Barbara Thornburgh
Jay Fortman
Evie McClintock
Pat McClure
Evie McClintock
Theresa Weissglass
Carol-Anne Ross
Jacqueline Lunianski
Theresa Weissglass
Mary Jo Kirkland
Mary Ann Evans
Pat Chamberlin

PERFORMING ARTS:

Alhecama—Applied Theatre Techniques

Pope Freeman
Alhecama/Alternative Theatre
Introduction to Theatre for Older Adults
Singing on Stage

PHOTOGRAPHY:
Color Slides With Class Field Work
Fundamental Photography
Introduction to Photography
Photographing the Outdoors
Portrait Photography

PSYCHOLOGY AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:
From Independence to Intimacy
Starting Over Single: Letting Go
Anger Management
Assertiveness Training
Awareness Through Movement: The Feldenkrais Method
Caring for Your Parents in their Dependent Years

Healing the Pain of Everyday Loss
Hypnosis and Self-Hypnosis
Increasing Self-Esteem
Interpretation of Dreams
Journey Into Self: An Exploration Into Inner Consciousness
Just Coincidence: Synchronicity and Timely Change
Marriage and Career: Making Both Work
Massage as Therapy
Men & Woman: A Time for Healing

Robert Rueter
Jan Carter
Elizabeth Layton
Don Calamar
Everett Weinreb
Richard Wyckoff
Don Calamar
Don Calamar
Everett Weinreb
Sue Fajen
Terrie Furukawa
Roberta Foreman
Isabelle Navar
Lippe Stuart
Enid Pritikin
Albert Kuntz
Dawn George
Jilla Wolsey
Terrie Furukawa
Elizabeth Alden
Dawn George
Edward Crowther
Marilyn Grosboll
Isabelle Navar
Edward Crowther
David Richo
Theresa DeLaughter
Vee Riley
Mind and Supermind: Expanding the
Limits of Consciousness (series)

Keith Harary
Joan Halifax
Stanislav Grof
Marilyn Ferguson
Edward Crowther (Mod.)

Mind Power: An Introduction to
Thinking as a Skill
Self-Appraisal Through Testing
(For Career Changes and New Careers)
Starting Over Single: Letting Go
Starting Over Single: Trusting to Love

Pat McClure
Mary Alice Floyd
Elizabeth Alden
Terrie Furukawa
Elizabeth Alden
Cheri Jasinski

The Successful Woman: Staying on Track
The Transforming Power of Love:
Awakening the Heart
Think, Inc.
Thinking I

Thinking II and III
Understanding Me/Understanding You
Color Him a Success: Wardrobe Planning for Men
Looking Your Best

Makeup and Skin Care: Treating
Yourself to Beauty

Cima Bozorgmehr

PSYCHOLOGY AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT - WORKSHOPS:

Adult Children of Alcoholics: Connections,
Meanings and Transformations

Herb Gravitz
Julie Bowden
Penny Clemmons
Floyd Grant
Steve Aizenstat

Beyond the Blues: Up from Depression
Changing Compulsive Behavior (The T.A. Way)
Healing Power of Dreams
Honoring the Self
I'm Getting My Act Together and Getting It on the Road
Improve Your Tennis, Golf, Softball, Volleyball, Etc.
Laughing Our Way through Acute and Chronic Pain
Learn to Relax
Men in Perspective
Mind Expansion: Using Both Sides of the Brain
The Art of Intimacy
Twenty-five Secrets of Winners
What Do You Say After You Say Hello?
When Relationships Change
Winning Strategies VII: Living with Ourselves and Others
Women in Perspective

REAL ESTATE:

Ethics, Professional Conduct, and Legal Aspects of Real Estate
Home Inspection for the Homebuyer
How to Make a Good Real Estate Investment
Installment, Ownership, Creative Financing
Introduction to Real Estate Exchanging
Real Estate Licensing Preparation
Course for Salespersons & Brokers
Real Estate Made Easy

SCIENCES:

Birds of the Santa Barbara Region
Birds of the Santa Barbara Region (Interm.)
Coastal Cruising Techniques
Edible and Medicinal Plants
Introductory Geology of the Santa Barbara Area
Nature Walks
Observing the Fall Sky
Trees and Shrubs of Santa Barbara
Wildflowers of Santa Barbara

Nathaniel Brandon
Mary Alice Floyd
Roy Kochendorfer
Annette Goodheart
Ladd McDonald
Annette Goodheart
Barbara Marshall
Keith Witt
Robert Lindberg
Eleazar Ruiz
David Richo
Jilla Wolsey
David Richo
Neil Steadman
Richard Box
Len Jarrott
Len Jarrott
Sylvio DiLoreto
Kenneth Siegel
Claude Raffin
Paul Lehman
Paul Lehman
Mike Pyzel
Margaret Lane
Robert Gray
Celia Foss
Fred Marschak
Margaret Lane
Stephen Junak
SEWING:

Beginning and Basic Techniques of Sewing
Beginning and Intermediate Sewing
Creative Sewing Workshop
Intermediate and Advanced Sewing
Ladies' Custom Pattern Making (Adv.)
Ladies' Custom Pattern Making (Beg.)
Sewing for Contemporary Living
Sewing Workshop
Simplified Sewing
Tailoring Workshop

TECHNICAL/ VOCATIONAL:

Sheetmetal Apprentice
Carpentry Apprentice
Machinist Apprentice
Plumbers Apprentice
Instrument Pilot Ground Training (Aero III)
Pilot Ground Training (Aero I)
Weather for Pilots
Advanced Tune-up/C-3
Auto Inspection and Maintenance
D.C./A.C. Electronic Theory
Electrical Apprentice
Electronic Assembly

Anybody's Bicycle Class
Fire Arms Qualification
Fundamentals of Fluid Power
Teargas for Citizens' Self-Defense
Basic Machine Shop Practice
Metal Shop
Combination Welding
T.V. Fundamentals and Servicing

Cynthia Thomas
Barbara Bentley
Rosanna Swing
Cynthia Thomas
Frances Fredenberg
Frances Fredenberg
Frances Fredenberg
Beverly Hornick
Beverly Hornick
Frances Fredenberg
Leonard Webster
Roscoe Masonheimer
Tom Agar
Robert Clayton
Marilyn Weixel
Marilyn Weixel
Marilyn Weixel
Robert Stockero
Frank Cooter
Les Nicholson
Larry Liles
Cora Rirosky
Peter Gledhill
David King
Phil Merritt
James O. Climo
Malvin Parr
Phil Sableski
Bill Pate
Ron Chase
Art Espinoza
ADAPTIVE PROGRAMS FOR THE DISABLED AND THE INFIRM ELDERLY:

Adaptive Food Services
Gale Jones
Margaret Crowther
Maryellen Kelley
Christine Spencer
Mary Kathleen Shaffer
Deborah McConnell
Kathleen Gulje
Susan Del Real
Stamatina Pearson
Angela Nowlin
Gale Jones
Sherri Trichler
Angela Nowlin
Carol Cockrum
Mary Kathleen Shaffer
Antonia Perez
Kenric Love
Lillian Stevens
Gale Jones
Angela Nowlin
Sherri Trichler
Angela Nowlin
Lillian Stevens
Elise Blumenthal
Dianne Bergland
Lillian Stevens
Sherri Trichler
Kenric Love
Angela Nowlin
Jeannette Cohen
Mary Kathleen Shaffer
Kenric Love

Culture, Customs and Cuisine

Garden Appreciation

Imagery and Movement

Journalism

Music of Our Lives and Times

Our Lives and Times

Sensory Awareness
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World of Interest

World of Music
Current Events

Music Appreciation
Nature Study

Words for Thought
Communication Skills

Creative Communication
Creative Writing
Expressive Awareness
Adaptive Crafts
Art Therapy
Foodlore and Folklore
Culinary Gardening
Prose and Poetry
Song and Story
Music for All Seasons and Reasons
Survey of the Arts
Culture, Customs and Language

Gail Embree
Lillian Stevens
Dianne Berglund
Kenric Love
Carolyn Naiman
Gail Embree
Lillian Stevens
Sherri Trichler
Lillian Stevens
Gale Jones
Dianne Berglund
Sherri Trichler
Carol Cockrum
Nancy Fitch
Carol Cockrum
Carol Cockrum
Carol Cockrum
Angela Nowlin
Carol Cockrum
Margaret Crowther
Gale Jones
Jeannette Cohen
Robert Pickett
Sue Lambert
Carol Cockrum
Manuel Rueda de Leon
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